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Before You Start

1.1 Overview
Welcome to Cloud Search Service API Reference. Cloud Search Service (CSS)
provides hosted, distributed search engine services. It is fully compatible with
open-source Elasticsearch and supports multi-condition retrieval, statistics, and
reporting of structured and unstructured texts.
This document provides API description, syntax, parameters, and examples of CSS.
CSS provides APIs related to cluster management, word dictionary management,
and snapshot management. By using these APIs, you can easily manage and use
clusters, word dictionaries, and snapshots in CSS.
Type

Description

Cluster
management
APIs

You can use APIs related to cluster management to create
clusters, expand cluster capacity, view cluster details, and
obtain instance specifications.

Word dictionary
management
APIs

CSS provides the custom word dictionary function. With
APIs related to the word dictionary, you can upload or
delete the custom word dictionary and query status of the
word dictionary.

Snapshot
management
APIs

Snapshots can be used to back up and restore data. You can
use APIs related to snapshot management to create,
restore, or delete a snapshot.

This document describes how to use APIs to perform operations on CSS, such as
creating, querying, deleting, restarting, or scaling out a CSS cluster.
If you plan to access CSS through an API, ensure that you are familiar with CSS
concepts. For details, see Cloud Search Service Overview.
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1.2 API Calling
CSS supports Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs, allowing you to call
APIs using HTTPS. For details about API calling, see Calling APIs.

1.3 Endpoints
An endpoint is the request address for calling an API. Endpoints vary depending
on services and regions. For the endpoints of all services, see Regions and
Endpoints.

1.4 Constraints
●

The number of CSS clusters you can create is determined by the quota. To
view or increase the quota, see Quotas.

●

For more constraints, see the API descriptions.

1.5 Concepts
●

Account
An account is created after you register with the cloud platform. It has full
access permissions on its resources and cloud services, such as resetting
password and granting permissions. Accounts make payments and should not
be used for daily work. They can create users and use the users to manage
resources and cloud services.

●

User
An IAM user is created by an account in IAM to use cloud services. Each IAM
user has its own identity credentials (password and access keys).
An IAM user can view the account ID and user ID on the My Credentials
page of the management console. API authentication requires information
such as the account name, username, and password.

●

Region
A region is a geographic area in which cloud resources are deployed.
Availability zones (AZs) in the same region can communicate with each other
over an intranet, while AZs in different regions are isolated from each other.
Deploying cloud resources in different regions can better suit certain user
requirements or comply with local laws or regulations.

●

AZ
An AZ comprises of one or multiple physical data centers equipped with
independent ventilation, fire, water, and electricity facilities. Computing,
network, storage, and other resources in an AZ are logically divided into
multiple clusters. AZs within a region are interconnected using high-speed
optical fibers to allow you to build cross-AZ high-availability systems.

●

Project
A project corresponds to a region. Default projects are defined to a group and
have physically isolated resources (including computing, storage, and network
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resources) across regions. Users can be granted permissions in a default
project to access all resources in the region associated with the project. If you
need more refined access control, you can create subprojects under a default
project and purchase resources in subprojects. Then you can assign required
permissions for users to access only the resources in specific subprojects.
Figure 1-1 Project isolation model

●

Checkpoint: When an application consumes data, the latest SN of the
consumed data is recorded as a checkpoint. When the data is reconsumed,
the consumption can be continued based on this checkpoint.

●

APP: Multiple applications can access data in the same stream. Checkpoints
generated for each application are used to record the consumed data in the
stream by each application.

1.6 Selecting an API Type
In CSS, Elasticsearch versions 5.5.1, 6.2.3, 6.5.4 and 7.1.1 and Kibana versions 5.5.1,
6.2.3, 6.5.4 and 7.1.1 are supported.
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API Overview

The CSS API is a self-developed API that complies with RESTful API design
specifications. CSS provides the functions listed in Table 2-1 through the CSS API.
Table 2-1 API functions
API

Function

API URI

APIs Related to
Cluster
Management

Creating a Cluster

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters

Querying the List
of Clusters

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters

Querying Cluster
Details

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}

Deleting a Cluster

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}

Restarting a
Cluster

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/restart

Scaling Out a
Cluster

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
extend

Adding Instances
and Expanding
Instance Storage
Capacity

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
role_extend

Obtaining the List
of Instance Flavors

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/es-flavors

APIs Related to
Cluster
Management

Querying Tags of a
Specified Cluster

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/css-cluster/{cluster_id}/tags

Querying All Tags

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/css-cluster/tags

APIs Related to
Word Dictionary
Management

Creating a Word
Dictionary

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
poisson_words
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API

Function

API URI

(Poisson
Analyzer)

Querying the
Word Dictionary
Status

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
poisson_words

Deleting a Word
Dictionary

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
poisson_words?name={name}

Loading Custom
Word Dictionary

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
thesaurus

Querying the
Status of a
Custom Word
Dictionary

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
thesaurus

Deleting a Custom
Word Dictionary

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
thesaurus

Automatically
Performing Basic
Configurations for
a Cluster Snapshot

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/auto_setting

Modifying Basic
Configurations of
a Cluster Snapshot

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/setting

Setting the
Automatic
Snapshot Creation
Policy

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/policy

Querying the
Automatic
Snapshot Creation
Policy for a Cluster

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/policy

Manually Creating
a Snapshot

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot

Querying the List
of Snapshots

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshots

Restoring a
Snapshot

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/{snapshot_id}/restore

Deleting a
Snapshot

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/{snapshot_id}

Disabling the
Snapshot Function

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshots

APIs Related to
Word Dictionary
Management (IK
Analyzer)

APIs Related to
Snapshot
Management
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Calling APIs

3.1 Making an API Request
This section describes the structure of a RESTful API request, and uses the API for
obtaining a user token as an example to describe how to call an API. A token is a
user's access credential, which contains the user identity and permission
information. The obtained token is used to authenticate the calling of other APIs.

Request URI
A request URI is in the following format:
{URI-scheme}://{Endpoint}/{resource-path}?{query-string}
Table 3-1 Request URL
Parameter

Description

URI-scheme

Protocol used to transmit requests. All APIs use HTTPS.

Endpoint

Domain name or IP address of the server bearing the REST
service endpoint. Obtain the value from Before You Start. For
example, the endpoint of IAM in the CN North-Beijing1 region
is iam.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com.

resourcepath

API access path for performing a specified operation. Obtain the
value from the URI of the API. For example, the resource-path
of the API for obtaining a user token is /v3/auth/tokens.

query-string

Query parameter, which is optional. Ensure that a question mark
(?) is included before a query parameter that is in the format of
"Parameter name=Parameter value". For example, limit=10
indicates that a maximum of 10 pieces of data is to be viewed.

For example, to obtain the IAM token in region CN North-Beijing1, obtain the
endpoint (iam.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com) of this region and the resourceIssue 10 (2020-08-25)
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path (/v3/auth/tokens) in the URI of the API, which is used for obtaining a user
token. Then, assemble these fields as follows:
https://iam.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com/v3/auth/tokens

Figure 3-1 Example URI

NOTE
To simplify the URI display, each API is provided with only a resource-path and a request
method. This is because the URI-scheme value of all APIs is HTTPS, and the endpoints in a
region are the same. Therefore, the two parts are omitted.

Request Methods
HTTP-based request methods, which are also called operations or actions, specify
the type of operations that you are requesting.
●

GET: requests the server to return specified resources.

●

PUT: requests the server to update specified resources.

●

POST: requests the server to add resources or perform special operations.

●

DELETE: requests the server to delete specified resources, for example, an
object.

●

HEAD: requests a server resource header.

●

PATCH: requests the server to update partial content of a specified resource.
If the target resource does not exist, PATCH may create a resource.

For example, in the case of the API used to obtain a user token, the request
method is POST. The request is as follows:
POST https://iam.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com/v3/auth/tokens

Request Header
You can also add additional fields to a request, such as the fields required by a
specified URI or an HTTP method. For example, add Content-Type that defines a
request body type to request for the authentication information.
Common request headers are as follows:
●

Content-Type: specifies the request body type or format. This field is
mandatory and its default value is application/json.

●

X-Auth-Token: specifies the user token, which is optional. This field is
mandatory for token-based authentication. The user token is a response to
the API used to obtain a user token. This API is the only one that does not
require authentication.
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NOTE
In addition to supporting authentication using tokens, public cloud APIs support
authentication using the access key ID (AK)/secret access key (SK), which uses SDKs to
sign a request. During the signing, the Authorization (signature authentication
information) and X-Sdk-Date (time when a request is sent) headers are automatically
added to the request. For more details, see Authentication Using AK/SK.

The API used to obtain a user token does not require authentication. Therefore,
this API only requires adding the Content-Type field. The request with the added
Content-Type header is as follows:
POST https://iam.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com/v3/auth/tokens
Content-Type: application/json

Request Body
A request body conveys information other than the request header and is
generally sent in a structured format defined by the request header field ContentType. If the request body contains Chinese characters, these characters must be
coded in UTF-8.
The request body varies according to the APIs. Certain APIs do not require the
request body, such as the GET and DELETE APIs.
For the API used to obtain a user token, obtain the request parameters and
parameter description in the API request. The following section provides an
example request with the body included. Set username (first name), account
name (second name), login password (password), and project ID (id) as required.
If the token is obtained using an account, the username and account name are
the same. For details about parameter settings, see Obtaining a Project ID.
NOTE
scope specifies where a token takes effect. Its value can be project or domain. In the
preceding example, the value of scope is project, indicating that the obtained token can
access only resources of the specified project. For details, see Obtaining a User Token.
POST https://iam.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com/v3/auth/tokens
Content-Type: application/json
{
"auth": {
"identity": {
"methods": [
"password"
],
"password": {
"user": {
"name": "username",
"password": "********",
"domain": {
"name": "domainname "
}
}
}
},
"scope": {
"project": {
"id": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"
}
}
}
}
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If all data required by a request is available, you can send the request to call an
API through curl, Postman, or coding. For the API used to obtain a user token, xsubject-token in the response header is the desired user token. Then, you can use
the token to authenticate the calling of other APIs.

3.2 Authentication
You can use either of the following authentication methods when calling APIs:
●

Authentication using tokens: General requests are authenticated using tokens.

●

Authentication using AK/SK: Requests are encrypted using AK/SK.

Authentication Using Tokens
NOTE
The validity period of a token is 24 hours. When using a token for authentication, cache it
to prevent frequently calling the IAM API.

A token specifies certain permissions in a computer system. Authentication using a
token adds the token to a request as its header during API calling to obtain
permissions to operate APIs through IAM.
If you choose authentication using a token, obtain the token first. Then, add the
X-Auth-Token header in a request to specify the token when calling other APIs.
For example, if the token is ABCDEFJ...., add X-Auth-Token: ABCDEFJ.... in a
request as follows:
GET https://iam.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com/v3/auth/projects
Content-Type: application/json
X-Auth-Token: ABCDEFJ....

AK/SK-based Authentication
NOTE
AK/SK-based authentication supports API requests with a body not larger than 12 MB. For
API requests with a larger body, token-based authentication is recommended.

In AK/SK-based authentication, AK/SK is used to sign requests and the signature is
then added to the requests for authentication.
●

AK: access key ID, which is a unique identifier used in conjunction with a
secret access key to sign requests cryptographically.

●

SK: secret access key used in conjunction with an AK to sign requests
cryptographically. It identifies a request sender and prevents the request from
being modified.

In AK/SK-based authentication, you can use an AK/SK to sign requests based on
the signature algorithm or use the signing SDK to sign requests. For details about
how to sign requests and use the signature SDK, see API Request Signing Guide.
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NOTICE

The signing SDK is only used for signing requests and is different from the SDKs
provided by services.

3.3 Returned Values
Status Code
After sending a request, you will receive a response containing the status code,
response header, and response body.
A status code is a group of digits ranging from 1xx to 5xx. It indicates the status of
a response. For more information, see Status Code.
If status code 201 is returned for the calling of the API for obtaining a user token,
the request is successful.

Response Header
A response header corresponds to a request header, for example, Content-Type.
Figure 1 shows the response header for the API of obtaining a user token, where
x-subject-token is the desired user token. Then, you can use the token to
authenticate the calling of other APIs.
Figure 3-2 Header of the response to the request for obtaining a user token

Response Body
A response body is generally returned in a structured format, corresponding to the
Content-Type in the response header, and is used to transfer content other than
the response header.
Issue 10 (2020-08-25)
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The following shows part of the response body for the API of obtaining a user
token.
{

"token": {
"expires_at": "2019-02-13T06:52:13.855000Z",
"methods": [
"password"
],
"catalog": [
{
"endpoints": [
{
"region_id": "az-01",
......

If an error occurs during API calling, the system returns an error code and a
message to you. The following shows the format of an error response body:
{
}

"error_msg": "The format of message is error",
"error_code": "AS.0001"

In the preceding information, error_code is an error code, and error_msg
describes the error.

Issue 10 (2020-08-25)
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Getting Started

This section describes how to create a CSS cluster by using APIs. Figure 4-1
illustrates the API calling process.
Figure 4-1 API calling process

NOTE
The token obtained on IAM is valid for only 24 hours. If you want to use one token for
authentication, you can cache it to avoid frequent calling.
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Involved APIs
If you use a token for authentication, you must obtain the token and add X-AuthToken to the request header of the API when making an API call.
●

API for obtaining tokens from IAM

●

API for creating CSS clusters

1.

Send POST https://IAM endpoint/v3/auth/tokens.

Procedure

2.

3.

–

Obtain the token by following instructions in Authentication Using
Tokens.

–

Obtain the IAM endpoint and .

–

Obtain a user token.

Add X-Auth-Token and Content-Type to the request header.
–

Content-Type: specifies the request body type or format. Its default value
is application/json.

–

X-Auth-Token: specifies the user token. The user token is a response to
the API used to obtain a user token in 1. This API is the only one that
does not require authentication.

Specify the following parameters in the request body:

POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters
{
"cluster": {
"name": "ES-Test",
"backupStrategy": {
"period": "16:00 GMT+08:00",
"prefix": "snapshot",
"keepday": 7
},
"instanceNum": 3,
"instance": {
"flavorRef": "ess.spec-2u16g",
"volume": {
"volume_type": "COMMON",
"size": 100
},
"nics": {
"vpcId": "fccd753c-91c3-40e2-852f-5ddf76d1a1b2",
"netId": "af1c65ae-c494-4e24-acd8-81d6b355c9f1",
"securityGroupId": "7e3fed21-1a44-4101-ab29-34e57124f614"
}
}
}
}

View the response message. The following is an example response:
{

}

"cluster": {
"id": "ef683016-871e-48bc-bf93-74a29d60d214",
"name": "ES-Test"
}

If the request is successful, 200 OK is returned.
If the request fails, an error code and error information are returned. For
details, see section Status Code.
Issue 10 (2020-08-25)
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APIs Related to Cluster Management

5.1 Creating a Cluster
Function
This API is used to create a cluster.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters

Table 5-1 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see
Obtaining the Project ID and
Account ID.

Request
Table 5-2 describes the request parameters.
Table 5-2 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

cluster

Yes

Object

Cluster object. For details about
related parameters, see Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3 cluster field description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

instance

Yes

Object

Instance object. For details about
related parameters, see Table 5-4.

datastore

No

Object

Type of the data search engine. For
details about related parameters,
see Table 5-7.

name

Yes

String

Cluster name. It contains 4 to 32
characters. Only letters, digits,
hyphens (-), and underscores (_)
are allowed. The value must start
with a letter.

instanceNu
m

Yes

Integer

Number of cluster instances. The
value range is 1 to 32.

backupStrat
egy

No

Object

Whether automatic snapshot
creation is enabled. Enabled by
default. For details about related
parameters, see Table 5-8. Enabled
by default.

httpsEnable

No

Boolean

Whether communication
encryption is performed on the
cluster. Available values include
true and false. By default,
communication encryption is
disabled. When httpsEnable is set
to true, authorityEnable must be
set to true.
● Value true indicates that
communication encryption is
performed on the cluster.
● Value false indicates that
communication encryption is
not performed on the cluster.

authorityEn
able

No

Boolean

Whether to enable authentication.
Available values include true and
false. Authentication is disabled by
default. When authentication is
enabled, httpsEnable must be set
to true.
● Value true indicates that
authentication is enabled for the
cluster.
● Value false indicates that
authentication is disabled for
the cluster.
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Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

adminPwd

No

String

Password of the cluster
administrator admin in security
mode. This parameter is mandatory
only when authorityEnable is set
to true.
NOTE
The administrator password must meet
the following requirements:
● The password can contain 8 to 32
characters.
● The password must contain at least
3 of the following character types:
uppercase letters, lowercase letters,
digits, and special characters (~!@#
$%^&*()-_=+\\|[{}];:,<.>/?).

enterprise_
project_id

No

String

Enterprise project ID. When
creating a cluster, associate the
enterprise project ID with the
cluster. The value can contain a
maximum of 36 characters. It is
string 0 or in UUID format with
hyphens (-). Value 0 indicates the
default enterprise project.
NOTE
For details about how to obtain
enterprise project IDs and features, see
the Enterprise Management Service
User Guide.

tags

Issue 10 (2020-08-25)
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Tags in a cluster.
NOTE
For details about the tag feature, see
the Tag Management Service
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Table 5-4 instance field description
Paramete
r

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

flavorRef

Yes

String

Instance flavor name. For example:
● Value range of flavor ess.spec-2u16g: 40
GB to 1,280 GB
● Value range of flavor ess.spec-4u32g: 40
GB to 2,560 GB
● Value range of flavor ess.spec-8u64g: 80
GB to 5,120 GB
● Value range of flavor ess.spec-16u128g:
160 GB to 10,240 GB

volume

No

Object

If flavorRef is set to a local disk flavor, you
do not need to set this parameter. You can
obtain the local disk flavor by calling the API
for obtaining the instance flavor list.
Currently, the following local disk flavors are
supported:
● ess.spec-i3small
● ess.spec-i3medium
● ess.spec-i3.8xlarge.8
● ess.spec-ds.xlarge.8
● ess.spec-ds.2xlarge.8
● ess.spec-ds.4xlarge.8
Information about the volume. For details
about related parameters, see Table 5-5.

nics

Yes

Object

Subnet information. For details about related
parameters, see Table 5-6.

availability
_zone

No

String

Availability zone (AZ).

Table 5-5 volume field description
Paramete
r

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

volume_ty
pe

Yes

String

COMMON: Common I/O
HIGH: High I/O
ULTRAHIGH: Ultra-high I/O

size

Yes

Integer

Volume size, which must be a multiple of 4
and 10.
Unit: GB
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Table 5-6 nics field description
Paramete
r

Mandator
y

Type

Description

vpcId

Yes

String

VPC ID, which is used for configuring cluster
network.

netId

Yes

String

Subnet ID. All instances in a cluster must
have the same subnets and security groups.

securityGr
oupId

Yes

String

Security group ID. All instances in a cluster
must have the same subnets and security
groups.

Table 5-7 datastore field description
Paramet
er

Mandator
y

Type

Description

version

Yes

String

Engine version. The value can be 5.5.1, 6.2.3,
6.5.4, or 7.1.1. The default value is 5.5.1.

type

No

String

Engine type. The default value is
elasticsearch. Currently, the value can only
be elasticsearch.

Table 5-8 backupStrategy field description
Paramete
r

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

period

Yes

String

Time when a snapshot is created every day.
Snapshots can only be created on the hour.
The time format is the time followed by the
time zone, specifically, HH:mm z. In the
format, HH:mm refers to the hour time and
z refers to the time zone, for example, 00:00
GMT+08:00 and 01:00 GMT+08:00.

prefix

Yes

String

Prefix of the name of the snapshot that is
automatically created.

keepday

Yes

Integer

Number of days for which automatically
created snapshots are reserved.
Value range: 1 to 90
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Table 5-9 tags field description
Parameter

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

key

Yes

String

Tag key. The value can contain 1 to 36
characters. Only digits, letters, hyphens (-)
and underscores (_) are allowed.

value

Yes

String

Tag value. The value can contain 0 to 43
characters. Only digits, letters, hyphens (-)
and underscores (_) are allowed.

Response
Table 5-10 describes the response parameters.
Table 5-10 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

cluster

Object

Cluster object. For details, see Table
5-11.

Table 5-11 cluster field description
Parameter

Type

Description

id

String

Cluster ID

name

String

Cluster name

Examples
Example request
{

"cluster": {
"instance": {
"flavorRef": "ess.spec-ds.xlarge.8",
"nics": {
"vpcId": "087a6df3-5459-417d-86b0-cd36830c09ca",
"netId": "1d5cb532-b506-41c4-b39f-abeb126ba2c1",
"securityGroupId": "1c021648-ed98-45c2-9a55-70839fc7d779"
},
"availability_zone": "cn-north-7b"
},
"name": "Es-test",
"datastore": {
"version": "6.5.4",
"type": "elasticsearch"
},
"instanceNum": 1,
"httpsEnable": true,
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}

"authorityEnable": true,
"adminPwd": "12334fdsf@"

Example response
{

}

"cluster": {
"id": "ef683016-871e-48bc-bf93-74a29d60d214",
"name": "ES-Test"
}

Status Code
Table 5-12 describes the status code.
Table 5-12 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the
request without modifications.

409

Conflict

The request could not be
processed due to a conflict.
This status code indicates that the
resource that the client attempts
to create already exits, or the
request fails to be processed
because of the update of the
conflict request.

412

Precondition Failed

The server does not meet one of
the preconditions that the
requester puts on the request.

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

5.2 Querying the List of Clusters
Function
This API is used to query and display the cluster list and cluster status.

URI
GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters
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Table 5-13 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see
Obtaining the Project ID and
Account ID.

start

No

Integer

Start value of the query. The
default value is 1, indicating that
the query starts from the first
cluster.

limit

No

Integer

Number of clusters to be queried.
The default value is 10, indicating
that 10 clusters are queried at a
time.

Request
None

Response
Table 5-14 describes the response parameters.
Table 5-14 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

clusters

Array of
clusters
objects

List of cluster objects.

updated

String

Last modification time of a cluster. The format is
ISO8601: CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.

name

String

Cluster name.

created

String

Time when a cluster is created. The format is
ISO8601: CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.
NOTE
The returned cluster list is sorted by creation time in
descending order. Specifically, the cluster with the latest
creation time is at the top.

id

String

Cluster ID.

status

String

Return value.
● 100: The cluster is being created.
● 200: The cluster is available.
● 303: The cluster is unavailable.
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Parameter

Type

Description

endpoint

String

Indicates the IP address and port number of the
user used to access the VPC.

actionProgre
ss

Object

Cluster operation progress, which indicates the
progress of cluster creation and expansion in
percentage. CREATING specifies the progress of
creation.

actions

Array of
strings

Current behavior on a cluster. Value REBOOTING
indicates that the cluster is being restarted,
GROWING indicates that capacity expansion is
being performed on the cluster, RESTORING
indicates that the cluster is being restored, and
SNAPSHOTTING indicates that the snapshot is
being created.

failed_reason
s

Object

Failure cause. If the cluster is in the Available
state, this parameter is not returned. For details,
see Table 5-18.

vpcId

String

VPC ID.

subnetId

String

Subnet ID.

securityGrou
pId

String

Security group ID.

enterprise_pr
oject_id

String

ID of the enterprise project to which a cluster
belongs.
If the user of the cluster does not enable the
enterprise project, the setting of this parameter is
not returned.

tags

Array of tag
objects

Tags in a cluster.

Table 5-15 clusters field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

datastore

Object

Type of the data search engine. For
details, see Table 5-16.

instances

Array of instance
objects

List of node objects.
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Table 5-16 datastore field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

type

String

Supported type: elasticsearch

version

String

Engine version number. The current
engine version is 5.5.1, 6.2.3, 6.5.4, or
7.1.1.

Table 5-17 instances field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

type

String

Supported type: ess (indicating the
Elasticsearch node)

id

String

Instance ID.

name

String

Instance name.

status

String

Instance state.
● 100: The instance is being created.
● 200: The instance is available.
● 303: The instance is unavailable.

Table 5-18 failed_reasons field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

error_code

String

Error code.
● CSS.6000: indicates that a cluster fails
to be created.
● CSS.6001: indicates that a cluster fails
to be scaled out.
● CSS.6002: indicates that a cluster fails
to be restarted.
● CSS.6004: indicates that a node fails to
be created in a cluster.
● CSS.6005: indicates that the service fails
to be initialized.

error_msg
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Table 5-19 tags field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

key

String

Tag key.

value

String

Tag value.

Examples
●

Example request
–

Example request of querying all clusters

–

Example request of querying clusters by page

GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters

Example 1: Query the first two clusters.
Method 1
GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters?start=1&limit=2

Method 2

GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters?limit=2

Example 2: Query the first 10 clusters.
Method 1

GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters?start=1&limit=10

Method 2

GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters?start=1

●

Issue 10 (2020-08-25)

Example response
{

"clusters": [
{
"datastore": {
"type": "elasticsearch",
"version": "5.5.1"
},
"instances": [
{
"status": "200",
"type": "ess",
"id": "a8922be2-5e41-4cd1-8486-630c04c2d1e3",
"name": "ES-new1-ess-esn-1-1"
}
],
"updated": "2017-11-27T10:36:18",
"name": "ES-new1",
"created": "2017-11-27T10:36:18",
"id": "306e5597-d7a9-4cbe-866c-33428440d0e3",
"status": "200",
"endpoint": "192.168.0.219:9200",
"actionProgress": {
"CREATING": "5%"
},
"actions": [],
"enterprise_project_id":"3e1c74a0-86a0-40e9-bdc9-c6b9e46cf81b"
"tags": []
},
{
"datastore": {
"type": "elasticsearch",
"version": "5.5.1"
},
"instances": [
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{

}

]

}

"status": "200",
"type": "ess",
"id": "9635de45-895c-45e1-ba0b-d9f497c8ce52",
"name": "Es-Test1-ess-esn-1-1"

}
],
"updated": "2017-11-14T12:32:00",
"name": "Es-Test1",
"created": "2017-11-14T12:32:00",
"id": "c99b1514-647e-4418-8b6d-2748255f2f95",
"status": "200",
"endpoint": "192.168.0.127:9200",
"actionProgress": {},
"actions": [
"REBOOTING"
],
"enterprise_project_id":"0",
"tags": [
{
"key": "k1",
"value": "v1"
},
{
"key": "k2",
"value":"v2"
}
]

Status Code
Table 5-20 describes the status code.
Table 5-20 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Status Code Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot be found.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

5.3 Querying Cluster Details
Function
This API is used to query and display details about a cluster.
Issue 10 (2020-08-25)
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URI
GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}

Table 5-21 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster to be
queried.

Request
None

Response
Table 5-22 describes the response parameters.
Table 5-22 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

datastore

Object

Type of the data search engine. For details, see
Table 5-23.

instances

Array of instance
objects

List of node objects.

updated

String

Last modification time of a cluster. The format
is ISO8601: CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.

name

String

Cluster name.

created

String

Time when a cluster is created. The format is
ISO8601: CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.

id

String

Cluster ID.

status

String

Return value.
● 100: The operation, such as instance
creation, is in progress.
● 200: The cluster is available.
● 303: The cluster is unavailable.

endpoint
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Parameter

Type

Description

actionProg
ress

Object

Cluster operation progress, which indicates the
progress of cluster creation and expansion in
percentage.

actions

Array of strings

Current behavior on a cluster. Value
REBOOTING indicates that the cluster is being
restarted, GROWING indicates that capacity
expansion is being performed on the cluster,
RESTORING indicates that the cluster is being
restored, and SNAPSHOTTING indicates that
the snapshot is being created.

failed_reas
ons

Object

Failure cause. If the cluster is in the Available
state, this parameter is not returned. For
details, see Table 5-25.

enterprise_
project_id

String

ID of the enterprise project to which a cluster
belongs.
If the user of the cluster does not enable the
enterprise project, the setting of this
parameter is not returned.

tags

Array of tag
objects

Tags in a cluster.

Table 5-23 datastore field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

type

String

Supported type: elasticsearch

version

String

Engine version number. The current engine
version is 5.5.1, 6.2.3, 6.5.4, or 7.1.1.

Table 5-24 instances field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

type

String

Supported type: ess (indicating the
Elasticsearch node)

id

String

Instance ID.

name

String

Instance name.
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Parameter

Type

Description

status

String

Instance status.
● 100: The operation, such as instance
creation, is in progress.
● 200: The instance is available.
● 303: The instance is unavailable.

Table 5-25 failed_reasons field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

error_code

String

Error code.
● CSS.6000: indicates that a
cluster fails to be created.
● CSS.6001: indicates that
capacity expansion of a cluster
fails.
● CSS.6002: indicates that a
cluster fails to be restarted.
● CSS.6004: indicates that a
node fails to be created in a
cluster.
● CSS.6005: indicates that the
service fails to be initialized.

error_msg

String

Detailed error information.

Table 5-26 tags field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

key

String

Tag key.

value

String

Tag value.

Examples
Example request
GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/5c77b71c-5b35-4f50-8984-76387e42451a

Example response
{

"datastore": {
"type": "elasticsearch",
"version": "5.5.1"
},
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"instances": [
{
"status": "200",
"type": "ess",
"id": "3c7fe582-a9f6-46fd-9d01-956bed4a8bbc",
"name": "ES-1-16-test17-ess-esn-1-1"
}
],
"updated": "2018-01-16T08:37:18",
"name": "ES-1-16-test17",
"created": "2018-01-16T08:37:18",
"id": "5c77b71c-5b35-4f50-8984-76387e42451a",
"status": "200",
"endpoint": "192.168.0.8:9200",
"actionProgress": {},
"actions": [],
"enterprise_project_id":"3e1c74a0-86a0-40e9-bdc9-c6b9e46cf81b",
"tags": [
{
"key": "k1",
"value": "v1"
}
]

Status Code
Table 5-27 describes the status code.
Table 5-27 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Status Code Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot be found.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

5.4 Deleting a Cluster
Function
This API is used to delete a cluster. All resources, including customer data, of the
deleted cluster will be released. For data security reasons, create a snapshot for
the cluster that you want to delete.

URI
DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}
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Table 5-28 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandato
ry

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see Obtaining
the Project ID and Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster to be deleted.

Request
None

Response
None

Examples
Delete the cluster whose ID is 2a197c4d-5467-4003-931d-83ec49939cf.
Example request
DELETE /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/2a197c4d-5467-4003-931d-83ec49939cf

Example response
The returned value is empty.

Status Code
Table 5-29 describes the status code.
Table 5-29 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Status Code Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot be found.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

200
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The request is processed successfully.
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5.5 Restarting a Cluster
Function
This API is used to restart a cluster. Restarting the cluster will interrupt ongoing
services.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/restart

Table 5-30 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster to be
restarted.

Request
None

Response
Table 5-31 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

jobId

String

ID of the restart task.

Examples
Example request
POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/47e49a5e-8ced-4d0d-ae15-2af62ac468e3/restart

Example response
{
"jobId": [
"ff8080815fa0fa5e015fa365b6300007"
]
}
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Status Code
Table 5-32 describes the status code.
Table 5-32 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Status Code Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot be found.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

5.6 Scaling Out a Cluster
Function
This API is used to scale out a cluster with only common nodes. Clusters with
master, client, or cold data nodes cannot use this API.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/extend

Table 5-33 Parameter description
Paramete
r

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see
Obtaining the Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where
instances are to be added.

Request
Table 5-34 describes the request parameters.
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Table 5-34 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandator
y

Type

Description

grow

Yes

Object

Detailed description about the
cluster capacity expansion request.
For details, see Table 5-35.

Table 5-35 grow field description
Parameter

Mandator
y

Type

Description

modifySize

Yes

Integer

Number of instances to be added.
NOTE
The total number of existing instances and
newly added instances in a cluster cannot
exceed 32.

Response
Table 5-36 describes the response parameters.
Table 5-36 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

id

String

Cluster ID.

instances

Array of instance
objects

List of instances to be added.

Table 5-37 instances field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

id

String

Instance ID.

name

String

Instance name.

type

String

Instance type.

shard_id

String

Instance group name.

Examples
Example request
Issue 10 (2020-08-25)
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POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
extend
{
"grow":
{
"modifySize": 4
}
}

Example response
{

}

"id": "4b0fae9f-e3fb-4581-872b-330cdd09a3d5",
"instances": [
{
"id": "2c47ec92-337b-4f22-8337-e342eb315063",
"name": "Es-c1a2-ess-esn-4-1",
"type": "ess",
"shard_id": "esn-4"
},
{
"id": "311077f8-debb-4350-97d5-9eafd2b438f2",
"name": "Es-c1a2-ess-esn-5-1",
"type": "ess",
"shard_id": "esn-5"
},
{
"id": "fcc3c59e-9420-4fd8-a8ad-836c45b6813e",
"name": "Es-c1a2-ess-esn-6-1",
"type": "ess",
"shard_id": "esn-6"
},
{
"id": "dd64e308-3799-4f2a-a57e-9b92e9f3ce45",
"name": "Es-c1a2-ess-esn-7-1",
"type": "ess",
"shard_id": "esn-7"
}
]

Status Code
Table 5-38 describes the status code.
Table 5-38 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Status Code Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot be found.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

200
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5.7 Adding Instances and Expanding Instance Storage
Capacity
Function
This API is used to add instances of different types and expand instance storage
capacity in a cluster. If the cluster has master, client, or cold data nodes, this API is
used for capacity expansion.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/role_extend

Table 5-39 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where
instances are to be
added.

Request
Table 5-40 describes the request parameters.
Table 5-40 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

grow

Yes

Object

Detailed description about the cluster
capacity expansion request. For
details, see Table 5-41.
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Table 5-41 grow field description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

type

Yes

String

Type of the instance to be added.
Select at least one from ess, esscold, ess-master, and ess-client.
You can only add instances, rather
than increase storage capacity, on
nodes of the ess-master and essclient types.

nodesize

Yes

Integer

Number of instances to be added.
The total number of existing
instances and newly added instances
in a cluster cannot exceed 32.

disksize

Yes

Integer

Storage capacity of the instance to
be added. The total storage capacity
of existing instances and newly
added instances in a cluster cannot
exceed the maximum instance
storage capacity allowed during
cluster creation. In addition, you can
expand the instance storage capacity
for a cluster for up to six times.
Unit: GB

Response
Table 5-42 describes the response parameters.
Table 5-42 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

id

String

Cluster ID.

Examples
Example request
POST v1.0/458d905f22da49c39f609e3347d65723/clusters/4f3deec3-efa8-4598-bf91-560aad1377a3/
role_extend
{
"grow": [
{
"type": "ess-master",
"nodesize": 2,
"disksize": 0
},
{
"type": "ess",
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},
{

}

]

}

"nodesize": 0,
"disksize": 50
"type": "ess-client",
"nodesize": 1,
"disksize": 0

Example response
{
}

"id": "4f3deec3-efa8-4598-bf91-560aad1377a3"

Status Code
Table 5-43 describes the status code.
Table 5-43 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Status Code Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot be found.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

5.8 Obtaining the List of Instance Flavors
Function
This API is used to query and display the IDs of supported instance flavors.

URI
GET /v1.0/{project_id}/es-flavors

Table 5-44 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.
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Request
None

Response
Table 5-45 describes the response parameters.
Table 5-45 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

versions

Array of versions
objects

List of engine versions.

Table 5-46 versions field description
Parameter

Type

Description

version

String

Engine version. Versions 5.5.1, 6.2.3,
6.5.4, and 7.1.1 are supported.

type

String

Instance type. The options are ess, esscold, ess-master, and ess-client.

flavors

Array of flavors
objects

Flavor list

Table 5-47 flavors field description
Parameter

Type

Description

ram

Integer

Memory size of an instance.

cpu

Integer

Number of vCPUs of an instance.

name

String

Flavor name.

region

String

AZ

diskrange

String

Disk capacity range of an instance.

flavor_id

String

ID of a flavor.

Examples
Example request

GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/es-flavors

Example response
{

"versions": [
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"flavors": [
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 4,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.large.2",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,640",
"flavor_id": "6209dc79-c000-46a1-b843-5e7288a55e2f"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-2u8g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,800",
"flavor_id": "b58dfcfb-5f73-4f05-8c06-5171b12fd618"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.large.4",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "eb33baee-01dd-4f27-905d-42a6f63f2808"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-2u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "d3952f68-86d5-4a41-8be3-73f99b6be7f8"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-4u8g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1800",
"flavor_id": "d9dc06ae-b9c4-4ef4-acd8-953ef4205e27"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.xlarge.2",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "ea2588af-7e0f-4fc8-adfd-fda49f8c09c7"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-4u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1600",
"flavor_id": "35b060a4-f152-48ce-8773-36559ceb81f2"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.xlarge.4",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,2560",
"flavor_id": "ae5323a5-4493-44ff-9e9b-e404e835e1fe"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 32,
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},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
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"name": "ess.spec-4u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,2560",
"flavor_id": "cb1a3408-33a7-4ced-b834-c2ad419876d8"
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-ds.xlarge.8",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "3350,3350",
"flavor_id": "cc0aafd1-ea06-4ade-92ca-5d0a476cd7bf"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-8u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,1600",
"flavor_id": "b9fe19f1-835b-40db-879c-cddcd64a9648"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-8u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,3200",
"flavor_id": "c3ed3633-e62c-4903-af4e-dd7aec13816d"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-8u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,5120",
"flavor_id": "c2f6e2f5-a8de-49d7-864b-19559f127954"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-i3small",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "1600,1600",
"flavor_id": "5f34d13b-3b49-4ac5-8f78-46eb60cffd7e"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-16u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "100,3200",
"flavor_id": "70c5a33e-dfcb-41ee-8992-129deb069b26"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-16u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "100,6400",
"flavor_id": "d4e2a36b-3d93-41df-97e7-498816b7bd2e"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 128,
"name": "ess.spec-16u128g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "160,10240",
"flavor_id": "3da413a1-2ad0-4f09-905c-28fbde50c1d4"
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{
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"cpu": 32,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-32u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "320,10240",
"flavor_id": "d62976d4-6019-95a2-7e30-1db3fbfaa87d"
"cpu": 32,
"ram": 256,
"name": "ess.spec-32u256g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "320,20480",
"flavor_id": "82c1c69d-2b13-45a3-bf71-9ff758a59cb8"

}
],
"type": "ess",
"version": "7.1.1"

"flavors": [
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 4,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.large.2",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,640",
"flavor_id": "6209dc79-c000-46a1-b843-5e7288a55e2f"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-2u8g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,800",
"flavor_id": "b58dfcfb-5f73-4f05-8c06-5171b12fd618"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.large.4",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "eb33baee-01dd-4f27-905d-42a6f63f2808"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-2u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "d3952f68-86d5-4a41-8be3-73f99b6be7f8"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-4u8g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1800",
"flavor_id": "d9dc06ae-b9c4-4ef4-acd8-953ef4205e27"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.xlarge.2",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "ea2588af-7e0f-4fc8-adfd-fda49f8c09c7"
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},
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},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{
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"cpu": 4,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-4u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1600",
"flavor_id": "35b060a4-f152-48ce-8773-36559ceb81f2"
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.xlarge.4",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,2560",
"flavor_id": "ae5323a5-4493-44ff-9e9b-e404e835e1fe"
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-4u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,2560",
"flavor_id": "cb1a3408-33a7-4ced-b834-c2ad419876d8"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-8u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,1600",
"flavor_id": "b9fe19f1-835b-40db-879c-cddcd64a9648"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-8u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,3200",
"flavor_id": "c3ed3633-e62c-4903-af4e-dd7aec13816d"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-8u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,5120",
"flavor_id": "c2f6e2f5-a8de-49d7-864b-19559f127954"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-16u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "100,3200",
"flavor_id": "70c5a33e-dfcb-41ee-8992-129deb069b26"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-16u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "100,6400",
"flavor_id": "d4e2a36b-3d93-41df-97e7-498816b7bd2e"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 128,
"name": "ess.spec-16u128g",
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{

},
{

},
{
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"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "160,10240",
"flavor_id": "3da413a1-2ad0-4f09-905c-28fbde50c1d4"
"cpu": 32,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-32u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "320,10240",
"flavor_id": "d62976d4-6019-95a2-7e30-1db3fbfaa87d"
"cpu": 32,
"ram": 256,
"name": "ess.spec-32u256g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "320,20480",
"flavor_id": "82c1c69d-2b13-45a3-bf71-9ff758a59cb8"

}
],
"type": "ess-master",
"version": "7.1.1"

"flavors": [
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 4,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.large.2",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,640",
"flavor_id": "6209dc79-c000-46a1-b843-5e7288a55e2f"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-2u8g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,800",
"flavor_id": "b58dfcfb-5f73-4f05-8c06-5171b12fd618"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.large.4",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "eb33baee-01dd-4f27-905d-42a6f63f2808"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-2u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "d3952f68-86d5-4a41-8be3-73f99b6be7f8"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-4u8g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1800",
"flavor_id": "d9dc06ae-b9c4-4ef4-acd8-953ef4205e27"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 8,
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},
{
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{

},
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},
{

},
{

},
{

},
{

},
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"name": "ess.spec-kc1.xlarge.2",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "ea2588af-7e0f-4fc8-adfd-fda49f8c09c7"
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-4u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1600",
"flavor_id": "35b060a4-f152-48ce-8773-36559ceb81f2"
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.xlarge.4",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,2560",
"flavor_id": "ae5323a5-4493-44ff-9e9b-e404e835e1fe"
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-4u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,2560",
"flavor_id": "cb1a3408-33a7-4ced-b834-c2ad419876d8"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-8u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,1600",
"flavor_id": "b9fe19f1-835b-40db-879c-cddcd64a9648"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-8u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,3200",
"flavor_id": "c3ed3633-e62c-4903-af4e-dd7aec13816d"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-8u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,5120",
"flavor_id": "c2f6e2f5-a8de-49d7-864b-19559f127954"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-16u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "100,3200",
"flavor_id": "70c5a33e-dfcb-41ee-8992-129deb069b26"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-16u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "100,6400",
"flavor_id": "d4e2a36b-3d93-41df-97e7-498816b7bd2e"
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"cpu": 16,
"ram": 128,
"name": "ess.spec-16u128g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "160,10240",
"flavor_id": "3da413a1-2ad0-4f09-905c-28fbde50c1d4"
"cpu": 32,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-32u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "320,10240",
"flavor_id": "d62976d4-6019-95a2-7e30-1db3fbfaa87d"
"cpu": 32,
"ram": 256,
"name": "ess.spec-32u256g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "320,20480",
"flavor_id": "82c1c69d-2b13-45a3-bf71-9ff758a59cb8"

}
],
"type": "ess-client",
"version": "7.1.1"

"flavors": [
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-2u8g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,800",
"flavor_id": "b58dfcfb-5f73-4f05-8c06-5171b12fd618"
},
{
"cpu": 2,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-2u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "d3952f68-86d5-4a41-8be3-73f99b6be7f8"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-4u8g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1800",
"flavor_id": "d9dc06ae-b9c4-4ef4-acd8-953ef4205e27"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 8,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.xlarge.2",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1280",
"flavor_id": "ea2588af-7e0f-4fc8-adfd-fda49f8c09c7"
},
{
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-4u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,1600",
"flavor_id": "35b060a4-f152-48ce-8773-36559ceb81f2"
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{
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{
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{
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"cpu": 4,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-kc1.xlarge.4",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,2560",
"flavor_id": "ae5323a5-4493-44ff-9e9b-e404e835e1fe"
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-4u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "40,2560",
"flavor_id": "cb1a3408-33a7-4ced-b834-c2ad419876d8"
"cpu": 4,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-ds.xlarge.8",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "3350,3350",
"flavor_id": "cc0aafd1-ea06-4ade-92ca-5d0a476cd7bf"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 16,
"name": "ess.spec-8u16g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,1600",
"flavor_id": "b9fe19f1-835b-40db-879c-cddcd64a9648"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-8u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,3200",
"flavor_id": "c3ed3633-e62c-4903-af4e-dd7aec13816d"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-8u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "80,5120",
"flavor_id": "c2f6e2f5-a8de-49d7-864b-19559f127954"
"cpu": 8,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-i3small",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "1600,1600",
"flavor_id": "5f34d13b-3b49-4ac5-8f78-46eb60cffd7e"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 32,
"name": "ess.spec-16u32g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "100,3200",
"flavor_id": "70c5a33e-dfcb-41ee-8992-129deb069b26"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-16u64g",
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},
{

},
{

},
{

}

]

}

"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "100,6400",
"flavor_id": "d4e2a36b-3d93-41df-97e7-498816b7bd2e"
"cpu": 16,
"ram": 128,
"name": "ess.spec-16u128g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "160,10240",
"flavor_id": "3da413a1-2ad0-4f09-905c-28fbde50c1d4"
"cpu": 32,
"ram": 64,
"name": "ess.spec-32u64g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "320,10240",
"flavor_id": "d62976d4-6019-95a2-7e30-1db3fbfaa87d"
"cpu": 32,
"ram": 256,
"name": "ess.spec-32u256g",
"region": "cn-north-7",
"diskrange": "320,20480",
"flavor_id": "82c1c69d-2b13-45a3-bf71-9ff758a59cb8"

}
],
"type": "ess-cold",
"version": "7.1.1"

Status Code
Table 5-48 describes the status code.
Table 5-48 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Status Code Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot be found.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

5.9 Managing Tags
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5.9.1 Querying Tags of a Specified Cluster
Function
This API is used to query the tag information about a specified cluster.

URI
GET /v1.0/{project_id}/css-cluster/{cluster_id}/tags

Table 5-49 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see
Obtaining the Project ID
and Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster to be
queried.

Request
None

Parameter description
Table 5-50 describes the response parameters.
Table 5-50 Response
Parameter

Type

Description

tags

Array of tag
objects

Tags in a cluster.

Table 5-51 tags field description
Parameter

Type

Description

key

String

Tag key.

value

String

Tag value.

Examples
Example request
GET v1.0/458d905f22da49c39f609e3347d65723/css-cluster/4f3deec3-efa8-4598-bf91-560aad1377a3/tags
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Example response
{

}

"tags": [
{
"key": "key1",
"value": "value1"
},
{
"key": "key2",
"value": "value3"
}
]

Status Code
Table 5-52 describes the status code.
Table 5-52 Status code
Status Code

Message

Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the
request without modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot
be found.
The client should not repeat the
request without modifications.

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

5.9.2 Querying All Tags
Function
This API is used to query all tags in a specified region.

URI
GET /v1.0/{project_id}/css-cluster/tags

Table 5-53 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.
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Request
None

Response
Table 5-54 describes the response parameters.
Table 5-54 Response parameters
Parameter

Type

Description

tags

Array of tag
objects

Tags in a cluster. For details, see Table 5-55.

Table 5-55 tags field description
Parameter

Type

Description

key

String

Tag keys.

values

Array of
strings

Tag values.

Examples
Example request
GET v1.0/458d905f22da49c39f609e3347d65723/css-cluster/tags

Example response
{

}

"tags": [
{
"key": "key1",
"values": [
"value1",
"value2"
]
},
{
"key": "key2",
"values": [
"value1",
"value2"
]
}
]

Status Code
Table 5-56 describes the status code.
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Table 5-56 Status code
Status Code

Message

Description

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the
request without modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot
be found.
The client should not repeat the
request without modifications.

200

Issue 10 (2020-08-25)

OK

The request is processed
successfully.
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6

APIs Related to Word Dictionary
Management

6.1 Introduction to Word Dictionaries
Poisson Word Splitter
Poisson Analyzer is a plug-in that is developed by Poisson Lab based on the opensource Jieba word splitter of the Java version and provides both word splitting and
synonyms extension functions. Compared with Jieba, this plug-in optimizes the
multi-granularity word splitting function and enhances non-login word
identification and word splitting for Chinese-English hybrid phrases. In addition,
the highlighting and phrase query functions are available for synonyms.
Poisson Analyzer has the following features:
●

Supports multi-granularity word splitting.

●

Supports synonym extension.

●

Supports custom word splitting and synonym configurations in settings.

●

Supports dictionary settings based on the index level in word dictionary
management. Indexes can share dictionaries or can be configured with
dictionary separately. Dictionary files support hot updates.

IK Word Splitter
IK Analyzer is an open-source, lightweight Chinese word splitting tool developed
based on Java. By default, it has a built-in common Chinese word library and two
analyzers ik_max_word (fine-grained word splitting) and ik_smart (coarse-grained
word splitting). IK Analyzer is a globally shared word splitter.

Differences Between Poisson Analyzer and IK Analyzer
●

Issue 10 (2020-08-25)
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supports coarse-grained word splitting (ik_smart) and fine-grained word
splitting (ik_max_word).
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●

Poisson Analyzer supports synonym extension, while IK Analyzer does not.

●

Poisson Analyzer supports identification of new words and word splitting for
Chinese-English hybrid phrases, while IK Analyzer does not.

●

Poisson Analyzer supports index-level custom word dictionaries. Multiple
indices can share a word dictionary or be separately configured with a word
dictionary. In addition, word dictionaries support hot update. In IK Analyzer,
the word dictionary is shared by all indices.

6.2 Poisson Word Segmentation (Version 6.2.3)
6.2.1 Creating a Word Dictionary
Function
This API is used to create a Poisson word dictionary. The name of the Poisson word
dictionary can be used in the following configuration items of Poisson Analyzer:
poisson_synonyms_dict_paths, poisson_dict_paths, and
poisson_stopword_dict_paths.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/poisson_words

Table 6-1 Parameter description
Paramete
r

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see
Obtaining the Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where custom
word dictionaries are to be
configured.

Request
Table 6-2 describes the request parameters.
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Table 6-2 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandator
y

Type

Description

name

Yes

String

Name of the word dictionary. The name
can be used as the value of any of the
following configuration items of Poisson
Analyzer:
poisson_synonyms_dict_paths,
poisson_dict_paths, and
poisson_stopword_dict_paths.

wordType

Yes

String

Type of the word dictionary. Currently,
the following three types are supported:
● MainWord: Indicates the main word
dictionary.
● StopWord: Indicates the stop word
dictionary.
● SynonymWord: Indicates the
synonym word dictionary.
● You can put the parameter setting in
the related configuration item based
on value of this parameter.

words

Yes

Array of
strings

Content of the word dictionary. A main
word or stop word is considered as a
string, while a group of synonyms is
considered as a string.

strategy

No

String

Available options are create and
append. The default value is create,
indicating to add words to the existing
word dictionary. Value append indicates
to append words to the existing word
dictionary.

Response
None

Examples
Example request
POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
poisson_words
{
"name":"main.txt",
"wordType":"MainWord",
"words":["Keyword-1","Keyword-2"],
"strategy":"create"
}
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Status Code
Table 6-3 describes the status code.
Table 6-3 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Description

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

400

BadReques
t

Invalid request.

500

InternalSer
verError

The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.
The server is able to receive the request but it could
not understand the request.

6.2.2 Querying the Word Dictionary Status
Function
This API is used to query the loading status of a custom word dictionary.

URI
●
●

URI format

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/poisson_words

Parameter description
Paramet
er

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

project_i
d

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see Obtaining
the Project ID and Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where the word
dictionary status is queried.

Request
None

Response
Table 6-4 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

id

String

ID of the word dictionary.
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Parameter

Type

Description

clusterId

String

Cluster ID.

wordType

String

Type of the word dictionary. Currently, the
following three types are supported:
● MainWord: Indicates the main word
dictionary.
● StopWord: Indicates the stop word dictionary.
● SynonymWord: Indicates the synonym word
dictionary.

uploadTim
e

String

Time when the word dictionary is uploaded.

name

String

Name of the word dictionary.

uploadStat
us

String

Uploading status of the word dictionary.
Failed indicates that a custom word dictionary
fails to be uploaded.
Loading indicates that a custom word dictionary
is being loaded.
Succeed indicates that a custom word dictionary
is successfully uploaded.

Examples
Example request
GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
poisson_words

Example response
"results": [
{
"id": "a8abc4c6-3761-4909-9f85-cf2b0c815b75",
"clusterId": "c3fed09a-58fb-4a60-be63-ba470f7e7b1b",
"wordType": "MainWord",
"uploadTime": "1554870705000",
"name": "main.txt",
"uploadStatus": "Loading"
}
]

Status Code
Table 6-5 describes the status code.
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Table 6-5 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Description

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

400

BadReques
t

Invalid request.

500

InternalSer
verError

The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.
The server is able to receive the request but it could
not understand the request.

6.2.3 Deleting a Word Dictionary
Function
This API is used to delete a custom word dictionary.

URI
●
●

URI format

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/poisson_words?name={name}

Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where
a custom word
dictionary is to be
deleted.

name

Yes

String

Name of the cluster
where a custom word
dictionary is to be
deleted.

Request
None

Response
None
Issue 10 (2020-08-25)
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Examples
Example request
DELETE /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
poisson_words?name=main.txt

Status Code
Table 6-6 describes the status code.
Table 6-6 Status code
Status
Code

Code

Description

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

400

BadReques
t

Invalid request.

500

InternalSer
verError

The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.
The server is able to receive the request but it could
not understand the request.

6.2.4 Poisson Analyzer Usage Guide
Poisson Analyzer provides two analyzers poisson_index and poisson_search, two
tokenizers poisson_index and poisson_search, and one synonym filter
poisson_synonyms.
You can directly use the two built-in analyzers without extra configurations. The
two analyzers are configured as follows:
"poisson_index":
{
"tokenizer": "poisson_index",
"filter": [
"stemmer",
"poisson_synonyms",
"stop"
]
}

If you need to customize the configuration, for example, by uploading your own
dictionaries, then you need to specify tokenizer and filter in settings. The
following provides an example:
{

"settings": {
"index": {
"number_of_shards": "5",
"number_of_replicas": "1",
"analysis": {
"filter": {
"my_filter": {
"type": "poisson_synonyms",
"poisson_synonyms_dict": [
"word-1, word-2 => word-3",
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"word-4, word-5",
"word-6, word-7, word-8"
],
"poisson_synonyms_dict_paths": "synonyms.txt"
}
},
"tokenizer": {
"my_tokenizer": {
"type": "poisson_index",
"poisson_dict": [
"keyword-1",
"keyword-2"
"keyword-3"
],
"poisson_dict_paths": "main_dict1.txt,main_dict2.txt",
"poisson_stopword_dict_paths": "stopword.txt",
"ignore": true
}
},
"analyzer": {
"my_analyzer": {
"filter": [
"my_filter"
],
"tokenizer": "my_tokenizer"
}
}
}
}
}
}

Table 6-7 Parameter description
Type

Parameter
Name

Par
ame
ter
Typ
e

Value

Description

filter

poisson_syn
onyms_dict

Arra
y of
pois
son_
syno
nym
s_di
ct
obje
cts

["word-1,
word-2 =>
word-3","word4, word-5",
"word-6,
word-7,
word-8"]

Synonym dictionary.
Configuration rules of this
parameter are as follows:
● If you configure word-4 and
word-5 as synonyms, set
this parameter to word-4,
word-5.
● If you want to replace one
or two words with another
word, then configure this
parameter similar to the
following:
word-1, word-2 => word-3
In this case, words word-1
and word-2 will be replaced
with word-3.
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poisson_syn
onyms_dict_
paths

Strin
g

synonyms.txt

Synonym dictionary path.
Multiple paths are separated by
commas (,).
Configuration rules of this
parameter are as follows:
● The format of the file is
UTF-8 without BOM.
● Synonyms are separated by
lines.

tokeni
zer

poisson_dict

Arra
y of
pois
son_
dict
obje
cts

["keyword-1","
keyword-2",
"keyword-3"]

Custom word segmentation
dictionary.
To change the coarse-grained
word segmentation mode to
fine-grained, add <= following
the target word. The following
is an example:
Mobile navigation<=

poisson_dict
_paths

Strin
g

main_dict1.txt,
main_dict2.txt

Custom dictionary path.
Multiple paths are separated by
commas (,).
Configuration rules of this
parameter are as follows:
● The format of the file is
UTF-8 without BOM.
● Custom words are separated
by lines.

poisson_sto
pword_dict_
paths

Strin
g

stopword.txt

Custom stop word dictionary
path. Multiple paths are
separated by commas (,).

ignore

Strin
g

true or false

Whether to ignore case
sensitivity for custom stop
words. Value true indicates
that case sensitivity is ignored,
and value false indicates that
case sensitivity is not ignored.

6.3 IK Word Splitting
6.3.1 Loading Custom Word Dictionary
Function
This API is used to load custom word dictionaries stored on OBS.
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URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/thesaurus

Table 6-8 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where
custom word
dictionaries are to be
configured.

Request
Table 6-9 describes the request parameters.
Table 6-9 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

bucketNam
e

Yes

String

OBS bucket where word dictionary
files are stored. The bucket must be
a standard storage or infrequently
accessed storage and cannot be the
archived storage.

mainObject

At least one of
mainObject,
stopObject, and
synonymObject
must be
specified.

String

Main word dictionary file object,
which must be a text file encoded in
UTF-8 without BOM. Each line
contains one sub-word. The
maximum file size is 100 MB.

String

Stop word dictionary file object,
which must be a text file encoded in
UTF-8 without BOM. Each line
contains one sub-word. The
maximum file size is 20 MB.

String

Synonym word dictionary file, which
must be a text file encoded in UTF-8
without BOM. Each line contains
one group of sub-words. The
maximum file size is 20 MB.

stopObject

synonymO
bject
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Response
None

Examples
Example request
POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
thesaurus
{
"bucketName":"test-bucket",
"mainObject":"word/main.dic",
"stopObject":"word/stop.dic",
"synonymObject":"word/synonym.dic"
}

Status Code
Table 6-10 describes the status code.
Table 6-10 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

403

Forbidden

The server understood
the request, but is
refusing to fulfill it.
The client should not
repeat the request
without modifications.

500

InternalServerError

The server is able to
receive the request but it
could not understand the
request.

6.3.2 Querying the Status of a Custom Word Dictionary
Function
This API is used to query the loading status of a custom word dictionary.

URI
●

URI format

●

Parameter description
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Paramet
er

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

project_i
d

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see Obtaining
the Project ID and Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where the word
dictionary status is queried.

Request
Example request
GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
thesaurus

Response
Table 6-11 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

status

String

Loading status
● Loaded indicates that a custom word
dictionary is successfully loaded.
● Loading indicates that a custom word
dictionary is being loaded.
● Failed indicates that a custom word
dictionary fails to be loaded.

bucket

String

OBS bucket where word dictionary files
are stored.

mainObj

String

Main word dictionary file object.

stopObj

String

Stop word dictionary file object.

synonymObj

String

Synonym word dictionary file object.

updateTime

String

Last word dictionary update time.

updateDetails

String

Update details.

clusterId

String

ID of the cluster where custom word
dictionaries are to be configured.

operateStatus

String

Operating status.

id

String

ID of a word dictionary.

Example response
{

"status": "Loaded",
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"operateStatus": "success",
"id": "e766bd5a-79b0-4d1a-8402-fdeb017a36d1",
"bucket": "test-bucket",
"mainObj": "word/main.dic",
"stopObj": "word/stop.dic",
"synonymObj":"word/synonym.dic",
"updateTime": 1521184757000,
"updateDetails": "all instances are loaded successfully.",
"clusterId": "ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e "

}

Status Code
Table 6-12 describes the status code.
Table 6-12 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

500

InternalServerError

The server is able to
receive the request but it
could not understand the
request.

6.3.3 Deleting a Custom Word Dictionary
Function
This API is used to delete a custom word dictionary.

URI
●
●

Issue 10 (2020-08-25)

URI format

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/thesaurus

Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster
where a custom word
dictionary is to be
deleted.
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Request
Example request
DELETE /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
thesaurus

Response
None

Status Code
Table 6-13 describes the status code.
Table 6-13 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

403

Forbidden

The server understood
the request, but is
refusing to fulfill it.
The client should not
repeat the request
without modifications.

500
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APIs Related to Snapshot Management

7.1 Automatically Performing Basic Configurations for
a Cluster Snapshot
Function
This API is used to automatically perform basic configurations for a cluster
snapshot, including configuring OBS buckets and IAM agency.
●

OBS Bucket: Enter the location of the OBS bucket used for storing snapshots.

●

Backup Path: Enter the storage path of the snapshot in the OBS bucket.

●

IAM Agency: Authorize you to use OBS in IAM so that snapshots need to be
stored in OBS.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/index_snapshot/auto_setting

Table 7-1 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where
index data is to be
backed up.

Request
None

Response
None
Issue 10 (2020-08-25)
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Examples
Example request
POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
index_snapshot/auto_setting

Status Code
Table 7-2 describes the status code.
Table 7-2 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

406

Not Acceptable

The server cannot fulfill
the request according to
the content
characteristics of the
request.

7.2 Modifying Basic Configurations of a Cluster
Snapshot
Function
This API is used to modify the basic configurations of a cluster snapshot. The basic
configurations include the OBS bucket and IAM agency.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/index_snapshot/setting

Table 7-3 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where
index data is to be
backed up.
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Request
Table 7-4 describes the request parameters.
Table 7-4 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

bucket

Yes

String

OBS bucket used for index data
backup. If there is snapshot data in
an OBS bucket, only the OBS bucket
is used and cannot be changed.

agency

Yes

String

IAM agency used to access OBS.

Response
None

Examples
Example request
POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
index_snapshot/setting
{
"bucket":"test-bucket",
"agency":"usearch"
}

Status Code
Table 7-5 describes the status code.
Table 7-5 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

406

Not Acceptable

The server cannot fulfill
the request according to
the content
characteristics of the
request.

412

Precondition Failed

The server does not
meet one of the
preconditions that the
requester puts on the
request.
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Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

504

Gateway Timeout

A gateway timeout error
occurred.

7.3 Setting the Automatic Snapshot Creation Policy
Function
This API is used to set parameters related to automatic snapshot creation. By
default, a snapshot is created per day.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/index_snapshot/policy

Table 7-6 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details,
see Obtaining the
Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where
automatic snapshot
creation is enabled.

Request
Table 7-7 describes the request parameters.
Table 7-7 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandator
y

Type

Description

prefix

Yes

String

Prefix of the snapshot name that is
automatically created.

period

Yes

String

Time when a snapshot is created every
day. Snapshots can only be created on
the hour. The time format is the time
followed by the time zone, specifically,
HH:mm z. In the format, HH:mm refers
to the hour time and z refers to the
time zone, for example, 00:00 GMT
+08:00 and 01:00 GMT+08:00.
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Parameter

Mandator
y

Type

Description

keepday

Yes

Integer

Number of days that a snapshot can be
retained. The value ranges from 1 to
90. The system automatically deletes
snapshots that have been retained for
the allowed maximum duration on the
half hour.

enable

Yes

String

Value true indicates that the automatic
snapshot creation policy is enabled, and
value false indicates that the automatic
snapshot creation policy is disabled.

deleteAuto

No

String

Whether to delete all automatically
created snapshots when the automatic
snapshot creation policy is disabled.
The default value is false, indicating
that snapshots that have been
automatically created are not deleted
when the automatic snapshot creation
function is disabled. If this parameter is
set to true, all automatically created
snapshots are deleted when the
automatic snapshot creation policy is
disabled.

Response
None

Examples
Example request
POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
index_snapshot/policy
{
"prefix":"snapshot",
"period":"16:00 GMT+08:00",
"keepday":7,
"enable":"true"
}

Status Code
Table 7-8 describes the status code.
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Table 7-8 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

406

Not Acceptable

The server cannot fulfill
the request according to
the content
characteristics of the
request.

7.4 Querying the Automatic Snapshot Creation Policy
for a Cluster
Function
This API is used to query the automatic snapshot creation policy for a cluster.

URI
GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/index_snapshot/policy

Table 7-9 Parameter description
Paramete
r

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see Obtaining the
Project ID and Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster, for which the automatic
snapshot creation policy is to be queried.

Request
None

Response
Table 7-10 describes the response parameters.
Table 7-10 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

keepday

Integer

Retention days for a snapshot.
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Parameter

Type

Description

period

String

Time when a snapshot is created every
day.

prefix

String

Snapshot name prefix.

bucket

String

OBS bucket for storing snapshots.

basePath

String

Storage path of the snapshot in the OBS
bucket.

agency

String

Agency used to access OBS buckets.

enable

String

Whether to enable the automatic
snapshot creation policy.

Examples
Example request
GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
index_snapshot/policy

Example response
{

}

"keepday":2,
"period":"16:00 GMT+08:00",
"prefix":"snapshot",
"bucket":"es-backup",
"basePath": "css_repository/tests",
"agency":"usearch",
"enable":"true"

Status Code
Table 7-11 describes the status code.
Table 7-11 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

406

Not Acceptable

The server cannot fulfill
the request according to
the content
characteristics of the
request.
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7.5 Manually Creating a Snapshot
Function
This API is used to manually create a snapshot.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/index_snapshot

Table 7-12 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandator
y

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see
Obtaining the Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster where index
data is to be backed up.

Request
Table 7-13 describes the request parameters.
Table 7-13 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

name

Yes

String

Snapshot name. The snapshot name
must start with a letter and contains
4 to 64 characters consisting of only
lowercase letters, digits, hyphens (-),
and underscores (_).

description

No

String

Description of a snapshot. The value
contains 0 to 256 characters, and
angle brackets (<) and (>) are not
allowed.
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Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

indices

No

String

Name of the index to be backed up.
Multiple index names are separated
by commas (,). By default, data of
all indices is backed up. You can use
the asterisk (*) to back up data of
certain indices. For example, if you
enter 2018-06*, then data of indices
with the name prefix of 2018-06
will be backed up.
The value contains 0 to 1,024
characters. Uppercase letters,
spaces, and certain special
characters (including "\<|>/?) are
not allowed.

Response
Table 7-14 describes the response parameters.
Table 7-14 Parameter description
Parameter

Type

Description

backup

Object

Snapshot object. For details, see Table 7-15.

Table 7-15 backup field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

created

String

Time when a snapshot is created.

datastore

Object

Type of the data search engine. For details,
see Table 7-16.

description

String

Description of the snapshot.

id

String

ID of the snapshot.

clusterId

String

Cluster ID.

clusterName

String

Cluster name.

name

String

Snapshot name.

status

String

Snapshot status.

updated

String

Whether the snapshot status is updated.
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Parameter

Type

Description

backupType

String

Value 0 indicates that automatic snapshot
creation is enabled. Value 1 indicates that
you need to manually create the snapshot.

backupMethod

String

Snapshot creation mode.

backupExpected
StartTime

String

Time when the snapshot starts to be
executed.

backupKeepDay

Integer

Snapshot retention period.

backupPeriod

String

Time when a snapshot is executed every day.

indices

String

Indices that need to be backed up.

totalShards

Integer

Total number of shards of the indices to be
backed up.

failedShards

Integer

Number of shards that fail to be backed up.

version

String

Version of the snapshot.

restoreStatus

String

Snapshot restoration status.

startTime

String

Timestamp when the snapshot starts to be
executed.

endTime

String

Timestamp when the snapshot execution
ends.

bucketName

String

Bucket for storing snapshot data.

NOTE
In the AP-Hong Kong region, only fields id and name are involved.

Table 7-16 datastore field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

type

String

Service type corresponding to the snapshot.

version

String

Service version corresponding to the
snapshot.

Examples
Example request
POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
index_snapshot
{
"name":"snapshot_001",
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"indices":"myindex1,myindex2",
"description":""

Example response
{

}

"backup":{
"created" : "2018-07-31T04:02:47",
"datastore" : {
"type" : "elasticsearch",
"version" : "5.5.1"
},
"description" : "Index backup",
"id" : "9dc4f5c9-33c0-45c7-9378-ae35ae350682",
"clusterId": "e0164652-421b-40ad-8b0b-650c18c83df5",
"clusterName": "Es-xfx",
"name": "snapshot_101",
"status": "BUILDING",
"updated": null,
"backupType": "1",
"backupMethod": "manual",
"backupExpectedStartTime": null,
"backupKeepDay": 33,
"backupPeriod": "13:00",
"indices": "myindex1,myindex2",
"totalShards": null,
"failedShards": null,
"version": null,
"restoreStatus": "none",
"startTime": 1533009767542,
"endTime": 0,
"bucketName": "obs-es-backup1532662640948"
}

Status Code
Table 7-17 describes the status code.
Table 7-17 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

201

Created

The request for creating
a resource has been
fulfilled.

500

InternalServerError

The server is able to
receive the request but it
could not understand the
request.

406

Not Acceptable

The server cannot fulfill
the request according to
the content
characteristics of the
request.

501

Not Implemented

The server does not
support the requested
function.
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Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

403

Forbidden

The server understood
the request, but is
refusing to fulfill it.
The client should not
repeat the request
without modifications.

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not
repeat the request
without modifications.

7.6 Querying the List of Snapshots
Function
This API is used to query all snapshots of a cluster.

URI
GET /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/index_snapshots

Table 7-18 Parameter description
Paramete
r

Mandat
ory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see Obtaining the
Project ID and Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster, to which the snapshot to
be queried belongs.

Request
None

Response
Table 7-19 backups field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

backups

Array of
backup objects

Snapshot list. For details, see Querying the
List of Snapshots.
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Table 7-20 backups field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

created

String

Time when a snapshot is created.

datastore

Object

Type of the data search engine. For details,
see Table 7-21.

description

String

Description of the snapshot.

id

String

ID of the snapshot.

clusterId

String

Cluster ID.

clusterName

String

Cluster name.

name

String

Snapshot name.

status

String

Snapshot status.

updated

String

Whether the snapshot status is updated.

backupType

String

Value 0 indicates that automatic snapshot
creation is enabled. Value 1 indicates that
you need to manually create the snapshot.

backupMetho
d

String

Snapshot creation mode.

backupExpecte
dStartTime

String

Time when the snapshot starts to be
executed.

backupKeepDa
y

Integer

Snapshot retention period.

backupPeriod

String

Time when a snapshot is executed every day.

indices

String

Indices that need to be backed up.

totalShards

Integer

Total number of shards of the indices to be
backed up.

failedShards

Integer

Number of shards that fail to be backed up.

version

String

Version of the snapshot.

restoreStatus

String

Snapshot restoration status.

startTime

String

Timestamp when the snapshot starts to be
executed.

endTime

String

Timestamp when the snapshot execution
ends.

bucketName

String

Bucket for storing snapshot data.
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Table 7-21 datastore field data structure description
Parameter

Type

Description

type

String

Supported type: elasticsearch

version

String

Engine version number. The
current engine version is 5.5.1,
6.2.3, 6.5.4, or 7.1.1.

Examples
Example request
GET /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
index_snapshots

Example response
{

"backups": [
{
"created": "2018-03-07T07:34:47",
"datastore": {
"type": "elasticsearch",
"version": "5.5.1"
},
"description": "",
"id": "e29d99c1-3d19-4ea4-ae8d-f252df76cbe9",
"clusterId": "37cb1075-c38e-4cd8-81df-442d52df3786",
"clusterName": "Es-xfx",
"name": "snapshot-002",
"status": "COMPLETED",
"updated": "2018-03-07T07:40:12",
"backupType": "1",
"backupMethod": "manual",
"backupExpectedStartTime": null,
"backupKeepDay": null,
"backupPeriod": null,
"indices": ".kibana,website2",
"totalShards": 6,
"failedShards": 0,
"version": "5.5.1",
"restoreStatus": "success",
"startTime": 1520408087099,
"endTime": 1520408412219,
"bucketName": "obs-b8ed"
},
{
"created": "2018-03-06T15:42:37",
"datastore": {
"type": "elasticsearch",
"version": "5.5.1"
},
"description": "",
"id": "29a2254e-947f-4463-b65a-5f0b17515fae",
"clusterId": "37cb1075-c38e-4cd8-81df-442d52df3786",
"clusterName": "Es-xfx",
"name": "snapshot-001",
"status": "COMPLETED",
"updated": "2018-03-06T15:48:04",
"backupType": "1",
"backupMethod": "manual",
"backupExpectedStartTime": null,
"backupKeepDay": null,
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}

"backupPeriod": null,
"indices": ".kibana",
"totalShards": 1,
"failedShards": 0,
"version": "5.5.1",
"restoreStatus": "none",
"startTime": 1520350957275,
"endTime": 1520351284357,
"bucketName": "obs-b8ed"

Status Code
Table 7-22 describes the status code.
Table 7-22 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

406

Not Acceptable

The server cannot fulfill
the request according to
the content
characteristics of the
request.

7.7 Restoring a Snapshot
Function
This API is used to manually restore a snapshot.

URI
POST /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/index_snapshot/{snapshot_id}/restore

Table 7-23 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see
Obtaining the Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster to which the
snapshot belongs.

snapshot_id

Yes

String

ID of the snapshot.
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Request
Table 7-24 describes the request parameters.
Table 7-24 Parameter description
Parameter

Manda
tory

Type

Description

targetClust
er

Yes

String

ID of the cluster, to which the snapshot is
to be restored.

indices

No

String

Name of the index to be restored. Multiple
index names are separated by commas (,).
By default, data of all indices is restored.
You can use the asterisk (*) to back up
data of certain indices. For example, if you
enter 2018-06*, then data of indices with
the name prefix of 2018-06 will be
restored.
The value contains 0 to 1,024 characters.
Uppercase letters, spaces, and certain
special characters (including "\<|>/?) are
not allowed.

renamePatt
ern

No

String

Rule for defining the indices to be restored.
The value contains a maximum of 1,024
characters.
Indices that meet the filtering condition
specified by this parameter are restored.
The filtering condition must be specified
using regular expressions. The value
contains 0 to 1,024 characters. Uppercase
letters, spaces, and certain special
characters (including "\<|>/?,) are not
allowed.

renameRep
lacement

No

String

Rule for renaming an index. The value
contains 0 to 1,024 characters. Uppercase
letters, spaces, and certain special
characters (including "\<|>/?,) are not
allowed. For example, value
restored_index_$1 indicates that
restored_ is added in front of the names of
all restored indices.
The renamePattern and
renameReplacement parameters must be
both configured.

Response
None
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Examples
Example request
POST /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
index_snapshot/29a2254e-947f-4463-b65a-5f0b17515fae/restore
{
"targetCluster":"ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e",
"indices":"myindex1,myindex2"
}

Example response
The returned value is empty.

Status Code
Table 7-25 describes the status code.
Table 7-25 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

201

Created

The request for creating a resource has been
fulfilled.

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.

403

Forbidden

The server understood the request, but is
refusing to fulfill it.
The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.

7.8 Deleting a Snapshot
Function
This API is used to delete a snapshot.

URI
DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/index_snapshot/{snapshot_id}

Table 7-26 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandator
y

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see Obtaining
the Project ID and Account ID.
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Parameter

Mandator
y

Type

Description

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster to which the snapshot
belongs.

snapshot_i
d

Yes

String

ID of the snapshot to be deleted.

Request
None

Response
None

Examples
Example request
DELETE /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
index_snapshot/29a2254e-947f-4463-b65a-5f0b17515fae

Status Code
Table 7-27 describes the status code.
Table 7-27 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

403

Forbidden

The server understood the request, but is
refusing to fulfill it.
The client should not repeat the request
without modifications.

7.9 Disabling the Snapshot Function
Function
This API is used to disable the snapshot function.
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URI
DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/clusters/{cluster_id}/index_snapshots

Table 7-28 Parameter description
Parameter

Mandatory

Type

Description

project_id

Yes

String

Project ID. For details, see
Obtaining the Project ID and
Account ID.

cluster_id

Yes

String

ID of the cluster to which the
snapshot belongs.

Request
None

Response
None

Examples
Example request
DELETE /v1.0/6204a5bd270343b5885144cf9c8c158d/clusters/ea244205-d641-45d9-9dcb-ab2236bcd07e/
index_snapshots

Status Code
Table 7-29 describes the status code.
Table 7-29 Status code
Status Code

Code

Status Code Description

200

OK

The request is processed
successfully.

406

Not Acceptable

The server cannot fulfill
the request according to
the content
characteristics of the
request.
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Permissions Policies and Supported
Actions

This section describes fine-grained permissions management for your CSS. If your
HUAWEI CLOUD account does not need individual IAM users, then you may skip
over this chapter.
By default, new IAM users do not have any permissions assigned. You need to add
a user to one or more groups, and assign permissions policies to these groups.
Users inherit permissions from the groups to which they are added and can
perform specified operations on cloud services based on the permissions.
You can grant users permissions by using roles and policies. Roles are a type of
coarse-grained authorization mechanism that defines permissions related to user
responsibilities. Policies define API-based permissions for operations on specific
resources under certain conditions, allowing for more fine-grained, secure access
control of cloud resources.
NOTE
Policy-based authorization is useful if you want to allow or deny the access to an API.

An account has all the permissions required to call all APIs, but IAM users must be
assigned the required permissions. The permissions required for calling an API are
determined by the actions supported by the API. Only users who have been
granted permissions allowing the actions can call the API successfully.

Supported Actions
CSS provides system-defined policies that can be directly used in IAM. You can also
create custom policies and use them to supplement system-defined policies,
implementing more refined access control. Actions supported by policies are
specific to APIs. The following are common concepts related to policies:
●

Permissions: Allow or deny operations on specified resources under specific
conditions.

●

APIs: REST APIs that can be called by a custom policy.

●

Actions: added to a custom policy to control permissions for specific
operations.
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●

Related actions: actions on which a specific action depends to take effect.
When assigning permissions for the action to a user, you also need to assign
permissions for the dependent actions.

●

IAM or enterprise projects: type of projects for which an action will take
effect. Policies that contain actions supporting both IAM and enterprise
projects can be assigned to user groups and take effect in both IAM and
Enterprise Management. Policies that only contain actions supporting IAM
projects can be assigned to user groups and only take effect for IAM. For
details about the differences between IAM and enterprise projects, see
Differences Between IAM and Enterprise Management.
NOTE
The check mark (√) indicates that an action takes effect. The cross mark (x) indicates
that an action does not take effect.

API actions
Permissio
n

API

Action

IAM
Projec
t
(Proje
ct)

Issue 10 (2020-08-25)

Enterprise
Project
(Enterpris
e Project)

Creating a
cluster

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters

css:cluster:cr
eate

√

√

Querying
a cluster
list

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters

css:cluster:d
elete

√

√

Querying
cluster
details

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}

css:cluster:li
st

√

√

Deleting a
cluster

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}

css:cluster:g
et

√

√

Restarting
a cluster

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
restart

css:cluster:re
start

√

√

Expandin
g cluster
capacity

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
extend

css:cluster:sc
aleOut

√

√

Adding
instances
and
expandin
g instance
storage
capacity

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
role_extend

css:cluster:e
xpand

√

√
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Permissio
n

API

Action

IAM
Projec
t
(Proje
ct)
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Enterprise
Project
(Enterpris
e Project)

Querying
tags of a
specified
cluster

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/csscluster/{cluster_id}/tags

css:tag:get

√

√

Creating a
Poisson
word
dictionary

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
poisson_words

css:poisson
Words:creat
e

√

√

Querying
the
Poisson
word
dictionary
status

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
poisson_words

css:poisson
Words:get

√

√

Deleting a
Poisson
word
dictionary

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
poisson_words?
name={name}

css:poisson
Words:delet
e

√

√

Loading a
custom
word
dictionary

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
thesaurus

css:IKThesau
rus:load

√

√

Querying
the status
of a
custom
word
dictionary

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
thesaurus

css:IKThesau
rus:get

√

√

Deleting a
custom
word
dictionary

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
thesaurus

css:IKThesau
rus:delete

√

√

Automati
cally
setting
basic
configurat
ions of a
cluster
snapshot

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/
auto_setting

css:snapshot
:enableAto
maticSnaps
ot

√

√
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Permissio
n

API

Action

IAM
Projec
t
(Proje
ct)
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Enterprise
Project
(Enterpris
e Project)

Modifying
basic
configurat
ions of a
cluster
snapshot

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/setting

css:snapshot
:setSnapsho
tContigurati
on

√

√

Setting
the
automatic
snapshot
creation
policy

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/policy

css:snapshot
:setSnapsho
tPolicy

√

√

Querying
the
automatic
snapshot
creation
policy

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/policy

css:snapshot
:getSnapsho
tPolicy

√

√

Manually
creating a
snapshot

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot

css:snapshot
:create

√

√

Querying
the
snapshot
list

GET /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshots

css:snapshot
:list

√

√

Restoring
a
snapshot

POST /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/
{snapshot_id}/restore

css:snapshot
:restore

√

√

Deleting a
snapshot

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshot/
{snapshot_id}

css:snapshot
:delete

√

√

Disabling
the
snapshot
function

DELETE /v1.0/{project_id}/
clusters/{cluster_id}/
index_snapshots

css:snapshot
:disableSnap
shotFuction

√

√
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Appendix

9.1 Obtaining the Project ID and Account ID
Obtaining the Project ID and Account ID from the Console
A project ID is required for some URIs when an API is called. Therefore, you need
to obtain a project ID on the management console in advance.
To obtain the project ID, perform the following steps:
1.

Register an account and log in to the management console.

2.

Hover your cursor over the username and choose Basic Information from the
drop-down list.

3.

On the Basic Information page, click Manage next to Security Credentials.
Figure 9-1 Viewing the project ID

Obtaining a Project ID by Calling an API
A project ID can also be obtained by calling a specific API. For details, see
Querying Project Information Based on the Specified Criteria.
The API for obtaining a project ID is GET https://{Endpoint}/v3/projects.
{Endpoint} indicates the endpoint of IAM, which can be obtained from Regions
and Endpoints. For details about API authentication, see Authentication.
The following is an example response. The value of id is the project ID.
{

"projects": [
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{

}

"domain_id": "65382450e8f64ac0870cd180d14e684b",
"is_domain": false,
"parent_id": "65382450e8f64ac0870cd180d14e684b",
"name": "project_name",
"description": "",
"links": {
"next": null,
"previous": null,
"self": "https://www.example.com/v3/projects/a4a5d4098fb4474fa22cd05f897d6b99"
},
"id": "xxxxxxxxxx",
"enabled": true

}
],
"links": {
"next": null,
"previous": null,
"self": "https://www.example.com/v3/projects"
}

9.2 Status Code
Table 9-1 describes the status code.
Table 9-1 Status code description
Status
Code

Code

Description

100

Continue

The client continues sending the request.
This interim response is used to inform the client
that the initial part of the request has been
received and has not yet been rejected by the
server.

101

Switching
Protocols

Switching protocols. The target protocol must be
later than the source protocol.
For example, the current HTTPS protocol is
switched to a later version.

200

OK

The request is processed successfully.

201

Created

The request for creating a resource has been
fulfilled.

202

Accepted

The request has been accepted, but the
processing has not been completed.

203

NonAuthoritative
Information

The server successfully processed the request,
but is returning information that may be from
another source.

204

NoContent

The server has successfully processed the
request, but has not returned any content.
The status code is returned in response to an
HTTPS OPTIONS request.
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Status
Code

Code

Description

205

Reset Content

The server has fulfilled the request, but the
requester is required to reset the content.

206

Partial Content

The server has processed certain GET requests.

300

Multiple Choices

There are multiple options for the location of
the requested resource. The response contains a
list of resource characteristics and addresses
from which the user or user agent (such as a
browser) can choose the most appropriate one.

301

Moved
Permanently

The requested resource has been assigned a new
permanent URI, and the new URI is contained in
the response.

302

Found

The requested resource resides temporarily
under a different URI.

303

See Other

Retrieve a location.
The response to the request can be found under
a different URI and should be retrieved using a
GET or POST method.

304

Not Modified

The requested resource has not been modified.
When the server returns this status code, it does
not return any resources.

305

Use Proxy

The requested resource must be accessed
through a proxy.

306

Unused

The HTTPS status code is no longer used.

400

BadRequest

Invalid request.
The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.

401

Unauthorized

The status code is returned after the client
provides the authentication information,
indicating that the authentication information is
incorrect or invalid.

402

Payment
Required

This status code is reserved for future use.

403

Forbidden

The server understood the request, but is
refusing to fulfill it.
The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.

404

NotFound

The requested resource cannot be found.
The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.
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Status
Code

Code

Description

405

MethodNotAllow
ed

The method specified in the request is not
supported for the requested resource.
The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.

406

Not Acceptable

The server cannot fulfill the request according to
the content characteristics of the request.

407

Proxy
Authentication
Required

This status code is similar to 401, but indicates
that the client must first authenticate itself with
the proxy.

408

Request Time-out

The request timed out.
The client may repeat the request without
modifications at any later time.

409

Conflict

The request could not be processed due to a
conflict.
This status code indicates that the resource that
the client attempts to create already exits, or the
request fails to be processed because of the
update of the conflict request.

410

Gone

The requested resource is no longer available.
The status code indicates that the requested
resource has been deleted.

411

Length Required

The server refuses to process the request
without a defined Content-Length.

412

Precondition
Failed

The server does not meet one of the
preconditions that the requester puts on the
request.

413

Request Entity
Too Large

The request is larger than that a server is able
to process. The server may close the connection
to prevent the client from continuing the
request. If the server cannot process the request
temporarily, the response will contain a RetryAfter header field.

414

Request-URI Too
Large

The URI provided was too long for the server to
process.

415

Unsupported
Media Type

The server is unable to process the media
format in the request.

416

Requested range
not satisfiable

The requested range is invalid.

417

Expectation
Failed

The server fails to meet the requirements of the
Expect request-header field.
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Status
Code

Code

Description

422

UnprocessableEntity

The request is well-formed but is unable to be
processed due to semantic errors.

429

TooManyRequest
s

The client has sent more requests than its rate
limit is allowed within a given amount of time,
or the server has received more requests than it
is able to process within a given amount of
time. In this case, it is advisable for the client to
re-initiate requests after the time specified in
the Retry-After header of the response expires.

500

InternalServerError

The server is able to receive the request but it
could not understand the request.

501

Not Implemented

The server does not support the requested
function.

502

Bad Gateway

The server is acting as a gateway or proxy and
receives an invalid request from a remote server.

503

ServiceUnavailable

The requested service is invalid.
The client should not repeat the request without
modifications.

504

ServerTimeout

The request cannot be fulfilled within a given
time. This status code is returned to the client
only when the Timeout parameter is specified
in the request.

505

HTTP Version not
supported

The server does not support the HTTPS protocol
version used in the request.

9.3 Error Code
No data is returned if an API fails to be invoked. You can locate the cause of an
error according to the error code of each API. When the API calling fails, HTTPS
status code 4xx or 5xx is returned. The returned message body contains the
specific error code and error information. If you fail to locate the cause of the
error, contact customer service and provide the error code for troubleshooting.
If an error code starting with APIGW is returned after you call an API, rectify the
fault by referring to the instructions provided in Error Codes.
Status
Code

Error
Code

Error Message

Measure

400

CSS.
0001

The parameter is incorrect.

Check the parameter
settings according to the
returned information.
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Status
Code

Error
Code

Error Message

Measure

500

CSS.
0005

Server error.

Contact customer service.

400

CSS.
0006

The request body is empty.
Enter a request parameter.

Enter the request
parameters.

202

CSS.
0011

This operation cannot be
performed because another
operation is being
performed on the instance
or the instance is faulty.
Please try again later.

Try again later.

403

CSS.
0015

Resource not found or
permission denied.

Change the resource ID or
check the access permission.

404

CSS.
0022

The instance does not exist
or has been deleted.

Change the instance ID.

403

CSS.
0032

The current user has no
operation permissions.

Check the permissions.

400

CSS.
0045

The token is incorrect.

Obtain the token again.

400

CSS.
1112

The number of instances
has reached the quota.

Delete some clusters or
increase the quota.

400

CSS.
3011

Invalid retention duration of
the backup.

Change the allowed
retention duration.

404

CSS.
3027

The cluster does not exist.

Check whether the cluster
ID is correct.

400

CSS.
5007

The selected flavor does not
exist.

Check whether the
specifications are correct.

400

CSS.
5009

The hard disk size is beyond
the valid range.

Change the disk size.

400

CSS.
5014

Invalid VPC ID.

Check whether the VPC ID
is correct.

400

CSS.
5015

Invalid subnet ID.

Check whether the subnet
ID is correct.

400

CSS.
5021

The VPC does not exist or
does not belong to the user.

Check whether the VPC is
correct.

400

CSS.
5023

The security group does not
exist or does not belong to
the VPC.

Check whether the security
group is correct.
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Status
Code

Error
Code

Error Message

Measure

400

CSS.
5157

The CIDR does not exist or
is invalid.

Check whether there are
subnets in the VPC.

400

CSS.
5036

The engine does not exist.

Check whether the
datastore parameter
setting is correct.

400

CSS.
5047

The number of instances is
beyond the valid range.

Check whether the number
of instances is within the
range.

409

CSS.
5050

The cluster name already
exists.

Change the cluster name.

400

CSS.
5052

Invalid value of the AZ.

Change the AZ.

400

CSS.
5055

Invalid flavor.

Modify the specifications.

400

CSS.
5061

The hard disk type is invalid.

Change the hard disk type.

400

CSS.
5071

The disk type does not
match that in the XML
configuration file.

Change the hard disk type.

400

CSS.
5072

The security group ID is
invalid.

Change the security group
ID.

400

CSS.
5074

The subnet does not belong
to the VPC.

Change the subnet ID.

400

CSS.
5077

Invalid cluster name.

Change the cluster name.

400

CSS.
5078

The hard disk size is beyond
the valid range.

Change the disk size.

400

CSS.
5092

Invalid hard disk
information.

Modify the hard disk
information.

400

CSS.
5093

Invalid specification
information.

Modify the specification
information.

412

CSS.
5130

The agency name is invalid.

Change the agency name.

500

CSS.
9999

Request processing failed.

Contact customer service.
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Change History

Table 10-1 Change history
Released On

What's New

2020-08-25

This is the tenth official release.
● Support for fine-grained grants
Permissions Policies and Supported Actions

2020-08-05

This is the ninth official release.
● Added clusters in security mode.
Creating a Cluster

2019-09-04

This is the eighth official release.
● Added:
Managing Tags

2019-07-11

This is the seventh official release.
● Added version 6.5.4.
Selecting an API Type

2019-01-31

This is the sixth official release.
● Added the enterprise project feature in the following
section:
Creating a Cluster
● Optimized the steps and examples for obtaining
request authentication information.
Authentication

2018-10-16

This is the fifth official release.
● Optimized the table content in Before You Start
based on the API reference document template
requirements.
● Modified the description of the project ID in
Obtaining the Project ID and Account ID.
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Released On

What's New

2018-08-21

This is the fourth official release.
● Modified the Authorization example in Calling APIs.
● Modified the APIs in the following sections:
– Cluster Management APIs
– Word Dictionary Management APIs
– Snapshot Management APIs
● Added the following content to the error code table in
Error Code:
– Handling method for each error code
– Information about error codes ES.0032, ES.0045, ES.
3011, ES.3027, and ES.5130

2018-04-10

This is the third official release.
● Changed the service name to Cloud Search Service.
● Added the following APIs:
– Modifying Basic Configurations of a Cluster
Snapshot
– Setting the Automatic Snapshot Creation Policy
– Querying the Automatic Snapshot Creation
Policy for a Cluster
– Manually Creating a Snapshot
– Querying the List of Snapshots
– Restoring a Snapshot
– Deleting a Snapshot

2018-03-23

This is the second official release.
● Added APIs related to the custom word dictionary. For
details, see Loading Custom Word Dictionary,
Querying the Status of a Custom Word Dictionary,
and Deleting a Custom Word Dictionary.

2018-01-19
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